This class will be added to our Show Jumping Show on Sunday 12 June 2022
Schedule for Show Jumping on website www.mundoleequestrian.com
Times on website from Thursday before show
Entries is £9 to be paid to Mrs Jennifer Davidson Account Number 00199821 Sort
Code 83-20-14 by Closing date Fri 03 June
Rosettes 1-6 + Prizes
Class 1A Strawmax/BHS Scotland Riding Club Style Jumping Series

Aims & Objectives of Style Jumping: Objectives
1. To encourage better pace and rhythm in competitions and improved rider
training in jumping competitions.
2. To demonstrate the rider’s knowledge and effect of developing the canter at 325
metres per minute and its amenability for riding a course.
3. That judges can provide good constructive comments for the benefit of the
competitors.
Time To be ridden at 325 metres per minute. Riders are encouraged to ride
forward, demonstrating the ability to ride positively in pace, maintaining balance
and rhythm.
Method of Judging
The judge will watch the rider continuously and give marks for the position before
the round and an assessment of how the course is jumped. The assistant will write
down the assessment of the rider before commencing the round mark on the score
sheet as well as any jumping penalties incurred. After the completion of the round
the judge will award marks for:
a) the rider’s equestrian feel and skill
b) the rider’s leg position, balance and ability to follow the horse’s movement over
the fences; and
c) the horse’s balance and rhythm.
A timing judge will be required to award any time penalties.
Particular attention should be paid to the development of a 325 metres per minute
canter and its balance and rhythm throughout the round.
In case of equality of marks, jumping penalties will decide, then in order, the rider’s
equestrian feel and skill, the horse’s balance and rhythm and the rider’s leg position,
balance and ability to follow the horse’s movement over the fences.
Start by saluting then the rider must canter a figure of eight and show a simple
change of leg (out of 20 points).
30 points for the ability to present the horse correctly at each fence and ride
accurate lines.

20 points for rider’s position.
30 points for horse balance and rhythm

